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WORKING GROUP REPORTS

WORKING GROUP 1: Nuclear Data Dissemination and Coordination

The WG discussions were held in plenary session.

J. Boldeman (Chair)
A.L. Nichols (Secretary)

The Working Group discussed the most recent activities of the NDS with respect to their
dissemination and coordination roles.

• CINDA has been issued in CD-ROM form, with the regular booklet; the INDC believes that hard
copies remain important and both forms should be produced, but with greater emphasis placed on
CD-ROMs;

• EXFOR represents a primary product of the Nuclear Reaction Data Centre Network, coordinated
by the NDS; the INDC acknowledges the excellence of this work and applauds on-going efforts
to develop more user-friendly software to interrogate these files;

• The NDS plays an active role in the accumulation of Evaluated Data Libraries from other sources
and this important activity must continue;

• Significant improvements continue to be made by NDS staff to facilitate data-user services.
These welcome modifications are associated with electronic hardware, Web servers and
graphical software. The INDC looks forward to the continuation of these efforts towards
maintaining a leading presence in communications technology [for example, DVD-ROM or other
high-density storage media, coupled to data centres through the Internet];

• NDS statistical quantification of nuclear data usage reveals the increased adoption of CD-ROMs
and access to IAEA-NDS Web site. At the next meeting the INDC would welcome the
presentation of equivalent data from other nuclear data centres (e.g., NEA Data Bank,
U.S. National Nuclear Data Centre); and

• ENDC members consider data network coordination extremely important and stress that this
major NDS activity must be maintained.
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WORKING GROUP 2: Technology Transfer and Training

The WG discussions were held in plenary session.

M.A. Lone (Chair)
A.L. Nichols (Secretary)

Workshops

• INDC encourages NDS to organise timely and appropriate workshops in conjunction with ICTP,
Trieste.

• IAEA/ICTP workshops should be run in an open manner, to encourage the attendance of new
workers/advanced students from developed countries as well as attendees from developing
countries.

• INDC strongly endorses the Section's plan to offer 5 weeks of nuclear data workshop training
each year in cooperation with ICTP, Trieste. In particular, the overall plan of offering a 5-week
workshop on reactor related data in the even numbered years and 2 weeks of training in data for
science and technology plus 3 weeks of nuclear structure data related training in the odd-
numbered years is well balanced and appropriate.

• INDC strongly endorses initiation of the new series of IAEA/ICTP Workshops on Nuclear
Structure and Decay Data (NSDD). There is an urgent need to hold the first Workshop in 2001
to train young scientists in the state-of-the-art NSDD evaluation methods. This would reverse
the present trend of diminishing expertise in many fields of applications, including medical,
material analysis and safeguards.

• INDC suggests that NDS develop a mechanism for formal feedback from workshop attendees to
help in continual improvement of Workshop contents and operation.

• INDC recommends the formulation of the following workshops:

(i) Nuclear Data for Science and Technology: Nuclear Analytical Techniques;

(ii) Repeat of Online Access to Nuclear Data; and

(iii) Repeat of LINUX Operating Systems.

Technical Co-operation

• INDC recognises the excellent work of the NDS over the previous year with respect to
technology transfer through the data services programme (utilization of Ghana Research
Reactor-1; mirror site in Latin America).

• INDC notes that specific initiatives may be funded through the Technical Co-operation
Programme. Specific suggestions were noted as possibilities for implementation within the TC
framework:
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(i) PC-server, Albania;

(ii) Pressure vessel workshop (aging and dosimetry), Prague; and

(iii) Other possible mirror sites.

• INDC strongly supports continued active participation of the NDS in the Agency's TC
programme for technology transfer of Nuclear Data Services.

• INDC recognises and appreciates the significant technology transfer components of the NDS
programme such as research contracts, workshops and visits of professionals from developing
countries.
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FULL REPORT

23rd INDC MEETING
IAEA Headquarters, Vienna, 24 - 26 May 2000

1. Opening

D.W. Muir (Head, IAEA Nuclear Data Section) welcomed INDC members only one year after
their previous meeting. The biennial review and budget assessments within the IAEA have been
adjusted from odd to even years, necessitating this 3-day INDC meeting only one year after the 22nd

INDC meeting. Emphasis would be placed on work programmes to be possibly undertaken by the
Nuclear Data Section (NDS) from 2002 onwards. Since a detailed review of previous NDS work
was carried out one year ago, only a relatively brief description would be given of the progress made
in 1999 (although a full report had been prepared (INDC(NDS)-414)). The Section expressed its
gratitude to Committee member M.A. Lone for providing much needed assistance with the
preparations for this INDC meeting.

Various significant changes in personnel were noted:

• R.A. Meyer (INDC Chairman) retires at the end of 2000. His good efforts over five years
were highly praised, particularly his ability to forge strong links with senior IAEA
management;

• D. Muir (Head, IAEA-NDS) will retire before the next INDC meeting (in 2002);

• P. Oblozinsky (Deputy Head, IAEA-NDS) resigned in March 2000 and has moved to NNDC,
Brookhaven National Laboratory; and

• A. Trkov (new Deputy Head, IAEA-NDS) has recently replaced P. Oblozinsky.

Other changes are envisaged during the course of the next two years, including the retirement
of specific INDC members and the nomination and appointment of new representatives. Regular
replacement of members of the INDC has been a specification that has been neglected in recent
years, and this issue will be addressed in an imminent review of the Terms of Reference of the
INDC.

Both J. Morales (IAEA-TC Department) and D.D. Sood (IAEA-Director of Division of
Physical and Chemical Sciences) attended to listen and respond to the discussion of specific items
of the agenda (TC projects within item B.2, and the wide-ranging debate on proposed NDS work
programmes within item C.I, respectively). The INDC welcomed their attendance and thanked
them for their key roles in support of these activities.

2. Chairman's Remarks

The INDC Chairman had noted the desire to focus the limited time of the INDC on the
various NDS proposals for work beyond 2001 (including possible Coordinated Research
Programmes (CRPs) and data development projects). While NDS staff would present progress
reports covering 1999 (summarised below), the committee discussions would focus on the new and
reformulated proposals for CRPs, other data development activities, data dissemination and user
training (see Agenda, Appendix 1).
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After some debate, INDC members agreed unanimously that all working group activities
should be conducted in plenary session. Only two detailed reviews were judged to be necessary at
this level:

• Nuclear Data Dissemination and Coordination; and

• Technology Transfer and Training.

Detailed debate would also focus on the various proposals for new work programmes that
could begin in 2002/2003 (as outlined in INDC/P(00)-l).

Actions from the 22nd INDC meeting were considered (see Appendix 2). A number of these
actions are designed to promote good communications between specific individuals and are judged
to be continuous/on-going. Other actions are strongly linked with the activities of the NEA Data
Bank and need to be pursued together by the two Agencies. Actions that arose during the course of
the 23rd INDC meeting are listed in Appendix 3.

3. Nuclear Data Section Review: INDC(NDSM14

3.1. Budget and Staffing

Both the budget and staffing levels will remain stable in 2000 and 2001, with 10 professionals
and 8 support staff, and total costs of approximately $2.2M per annum. There has been increased
activity in the development and implementation of Technical Cooperation projects, and more NDS
resources have been directed towards workshops and other training initiatives.

During the previous two years there has been a significant increase in the number of
documents made accessible through the IAEA-NDS Web site, and downloaded directly by users in
Member States. The net result has been a reduction in the cost of printing hardcopies.

Staff had devoted considerable time responding to the demands of the PPAS (performance
assessment) of the Department of Nuclear Sciences and Applications (NA), and providing the
necessary briefing material. D. Muir noted that there had been an unusually high level of turnover
of professional staff (90%) in NDS between May 1996 and May 2000.

The Terms of Reference of the INDC will have to be revised within the next year by D. Muir
and R. Meyer (ACTION). While the PPAS of NA did not question the important role of the
committee, the need to rotate the membership had been suggested. A redrafting of the Terms of
Reference is envisaged, with an overhaul of the appointment and renewal procedures for INDC
members.

3.2. Operations

The Computer Operations unit had been involved in the following activities during 1999:

• Completion of the Latin American "mirror" project;

• Introduction of Compaq Alpha Server DS20 to replace the AS2100 as the primary NDS
server; and

• Placement of NDS Alpha and Ethernet LAN inside a new firewall.
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These developments are a continuation of work plans outlined at the 22nd INDC meeting, and
their successful completion was applauded.

The Institute IPEN in Sao Paulo, Brazil was chosen as the location for the Latin American
mirror server, and a regional workshop was held on 20-24 March 2000 to introduce new users to the
Nuclear Data Online Services - Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Columbia, Cuba, Ecuador, Mexico,
Paraguay, Peru and Venezuela. This extremely successful initiative was funded through an IAEA
Technical Cooperation project.

Nuclear data requests through NDS had been monitored and revealed a significant increase in
the accessing of nuclear data files and reports via the Web site. An increase of 30% occurred in
1999 compared with 1998, and this trend is expected to continue in future years. NDS also expects
a wider use of CD-ROMs for data distribution.

3.3. Nuclear Data Programmes

Specific items were discussed in detail:

• CINDA 2001: Extension of the neutron data bibliography to include charged-particle nuclear
data and photonuclear data (to be completed in 2002);

• EXFOR: Include data from SIGMABASE (data base for ion-beam analysis);

• Use EXFOR as an archive for papers published in Phys. Rev. C. The Web version of all
relevant articles has a hyperlink to the related EXFOR entry which may contain numerical
data not included in the printed version; and

• NDS continues to maintain an updated library of data files and programs with the recent
addition of JENDL-3.2, ENDF/B-VI Release 6, PCNuDat and other acquisitions.

Eight Coordinated Research Projects (CRPs) were at various stages of study (or completed)
during 1999-2000:

• Fission Yield Data (neutron-induced below 20 MeV) completed 1998
(TECDOC pending)

• Photon Production Data completed 1999

• Charged Particle Cross Sections for Medical completed 2000
Radioisotope Production

• Photonuclear Data completed 2000

• Fission Yield Data for Transmutation of Minor Actinides on-going

• Update of x- and y-ray Decay Data Standards for on-going
Detector Calibration

• Nuclear Model Parameter Library: Testing (RIPL-2) on-going

• Database for Prompt y-ray Neutron Activation Analysis on-going
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Further Coordinated Research Projects are in the process of being started:

• Nuclear Data for Th-U Fuel Cycle to start in 2001

Transport Simulation of Photon/Electron Radiotherapy to start in 2001

INDC members endorsed the evolution of CRPs through the combined efforts of NDS/INDC
review processes. Deliverables are an important feature of these high-quality work programmes,
and the procedures adopted to furnish these definitive products should be maintained.

NDS proposals were considered in detail by the INDC, including the reformulation of the
approved CRP addressing Nuclear Data for the Production of Therapeutic Radioisotopes. All of the
newly-proposed work programmes were classified and prioritised by the INDC after extensive
debate in plenary session, and could become new tasks in 2002-2003 (depending on budget
constraints). Detailed descriptions of all proposals, as presented for discussion, are given in
Appendix 5. Summary opinions of the INDC are given in the 'Comments' column of the Table
below:

RECOMMENDED CRPs & OTHER DATA DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

No

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

Title

Nuclear Data for Production of
Therapeutic Radioisotopes

Improved Standards Cross Sections for
Light Elements

Modular Library of Standardised
Subroutines for Calculation of Cross
Sections

ACE Format Applications Package of
Evaluated Data Libraries including ACE
File Transformation and Plotting Utility

New International Reactor Dosimetry
File IRDF-2000.

Nuclear Reaction Data Base for
Accelerator Applications

Support of Data Needs for General
Societal Applications of Nuclear and
Related Technologies

Nuclear Data for Actinides

Method

CRP

CRP

CRP

CRP

CM/RC

RC/CM/
AGM

CM/TCM

CM/TCM

Comments

Endorsed by INDC-22; highly
recommended by INDC-23

Endorsed by INDC-22; highly
recommended by INDC-23

Reformulated: liaise with
NEA-WPEC

New: recommended by INDC-23

Reformulated: highly recommended
by INDC-23

Reformulated: recommended by
INDC-23

Reformulated: highly recommended
by INDC-23

Endorsed by ENDC-22;
recommended by INDC-23



Points of particular note from the INDC discussions:

CRP Proposal #3: Modular Library of Standardised Subroutines for Calculation of Cross
Sections

A WPEC Subgroup is already looking at advances in nuclear model codes (Chadwick, Koning
and others) through the Nuclear Science Committee of the NEA. Thus, the NDS needs to liaise
with NEA-WPEC members and ensure that work in this area is shared rather than duplicated. The
INDC recommends that the NDS work together with the membership of the NEA-WPEC to develop
a clearer plan for inter-Agency cooperation in the field of nuclear model codes (ACTION).

Data Development Project Proposal #2: Nuclear Reaction Data Base for Accelerator
Applications

This work programme has significant long-term impact and was discussed extensively. While
judged unanimously to be extremely important, the exact form of the activity was felt to be much
less clear at the present time.

The evolution of a CRP was judged to be premature, although the IAEA should appreciate the
significance of this work in a nuclear context. Under these circumstances, the following statement
was prepared and endorsed by the INDC:

'The Member States of the IAEA have expressed the view that they wish the Agency to
be forward looking and not too immersed in past nuclear developments. This view
applies to the Nuclear Data Section.

Presently, world uranium resources that can be mined economically amount to slightly
more than 3.6 million tons. If the current usage rate of almost 70,000 tons per year
continues into the future, nuclear power will be limited to a further 50 years without a
new initiative. Future possibilities include accelerator-driven nuclear energy systems
and the thorium fuel cycle.

It is imperative that the NDS anticipates these developments and encourages the
generation and provision of appropriate nuclear data to ensure that these new initiatives
are pursued with the utmost efficiency. The NDS must provide assistance to 'Get to the
Future First.'"

Data Development Proposal #4: Nuclear Data for Actinides

After an extensive and wide-ranging debate, members focused on whether this proposal
should be formulated as a CRP or through a series of technical meetings (i.e., as a data development
project). The majority decision was to pursue this need as a data development project to cover Pu,
Am and Cm nuclides. Such an approach would ensure that any future CRP in this field would be
highly focused and effective.
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3.4. Technology Transfer

Technical Cooperation (TC) Projects had included assistance in the utilisation of the Ghana
Research Reactor-1, and creation of the Latin American "mirror" site. Other opportunities have
arisen for future NDS involvement in TC initiatives, particularly a PC server for nuclear data
services in Albania and possible mirror site(s) in Asia. An associated workshop is also proposed
near Prague in 2001 on Pressure Vessel Performance - ageing and dosimetry.

NDS staff have organised a series of 5-week workshops in conjunction with ICTP, Trieste:

• Nuclear Data for Science and Technology: Medical Physics, 4-15 October 1999;

• Nuclear Reaction Data and Nuclear Reactors: Physics, Design and Safety;
13 March-14 April 2000;

• Nuclear Data for Science and Technology: Accelerator-Driven Waste Incineration, 2001; and

• Nuclear Reaction Data and Nuclear Reactors: Nuclear Structure and Decay Data Evaluation,
2001 (approval pending),

as well as shorter Vienna-based workshops:

• Advanced Nuclear Data Online Services, 29 November - 3 December 1999; and

• Installation and Use of Linux for Nuclear and Atomic Data Computation on Personal
Computers, 13-17 December 1999.

The INDC fully supported the involvement of NDS staff in the technology transfer activities
undertaken through TC sponsorship and the workshop system. All of the workshops had been well
attended, and are essential in maintaining the necessary technical expertise for reactor design and
development and other nuclear applications.

4. Committee Business

INDC maintained full plenary status during the three days of the 23rd meeting. Two working
group sessions were instigated in which the statements and recommendations encompassed the full
membership of the INDC. Both summary reports can be found at the beginning of this document.

5. Additional Considerations

5.1. Advisory Group Meeting on Long Range Needs for Nuclear Data for Applications,
28 November - 1 December 2000

The provisional technical sessions have been formulated by J.W. Boldeman. INDC members
judge the Advisory Group Meeting to be extremely important in the evolution of new ideas (and the
formulation of nuclear data needs). Specialist input has provided an appropriate forum for such a
critical technical meeting:
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• New reactor concepts and actinide incineration;
• Accelerator-driven energy systems;
• Nuclear safeguards and related applications;
• Nuclear data for medical applications;
• Nuclear data for astrophysics and space applications; and
• Nuclear data for material and environmental science.

5.2. ND2001: Nuclear Data for Science and Technology, Tsukuba, Japan, 7-12 October 2001

A. Hasegawa described the programme of this regular international nuclear data conference, to
be held at Tsukuba, Japan. Topics include:

• Nuclear structure and decay data;
• Experimental facilities and measurements;
• Basic nuclear theory;
• Evaluation of nuclear reaction data;
• Evaluated data libraries;
• Processing, testing and verification;
• Fission technology;
• Fusion technology; and
• Standards and dosimetry.

6. Other Business

The next INDC meeting is expected to be held in May 2002, at the beginning of the next
budget preparation cycle. INDC members will be kept informed of developments. (ACTION).
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Appendix 1

Final Agenda

23rd INDC Meeting
Vienna, 24-26 May 2000

IAEA , Meeting Room C07-IV

Wednesday, 24 May

09:15- 9:35 Registration (IAEA desk-Rotunda)

9:45-11:15 A. Opening (Plenary, room C07-IV)

Opening statements
Statements of INDC members
Announcements
Introductions
Adoption of Agenda
Adoption of Minutes of the 22nd Meeting

11:15 -12:00 B. Section Review (Plenary, room C07-IV)

B.I Budget, Staffing and Agency Thrust (2000-2001)

- Budget 2000-2001
- PPAS, SAGNA, Major Programmes
- AGM 2000

12:00 -13:00 Lunch

13:00-16:00 B.2 Nuclear Data Section Activities (1999)

Computer operations
Data dissemination
Network co-ordination
Nuclear data development
Technical Co-operation
Training and workshops

16:00-18:00 C. Program Review and Suggested Actions (2002-2003)

C. 1 Nuclear Data Development (Plenary, room C07-IV)
(Proposals 1-8)

(to be continued on Thursday)
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Thursday, 25 May

C. Program Review and Suggested Actions for Future
(Plenary, room C07-IV)

08:30-09:30 C.I Nuclear Data Development (Plenary, roomC07-IV)
(Proposals 1-8, continued from Wednesday)

09:30 - 11:00 C.2 Data dissemination and International co-ordination (WG1)
(Plenary)

11:00-12:30 C.3 Training and technical co-operation (WG2)
(Plenary)

12:30 -13:30 Lunch

13:45 -17:30 D. Production of Final Product (Plenary, room C07-IV)

D. 1 Discussion of area conclusions
D.2 Drafting of WG reports

Friday, 26 May

08:45 -16:00 E. Summary and Concluding Activities (Plenary, room C07-IV)

E.I Presentation and discussion of WG reports
E.2 Other business
E.3 Adjournment
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Appendix 2

,ndFOLLOW-UP OF ACTIONS ARISING FROM 22na INDC MEETING

No.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Respondent
INDC Participants

INDC Participants

NDS

INDC and NDS

NDS

NDS

NDS

Action
To promote contacts with the National
Authorities and their national representatives on
the Agency's policy-making bodies: continuous,
on-going action

To inform NDS of their preference for the
distribution of INDC and other documents by
NDS (e.g., receive reports by e-mail or hard
copies by post)

Send announcements of open NDS posts to
INDC members as they arise: continuous, on-
going action

Investigate the future of the Standards File:
carried over from 20th and 21st INDC meetings

To review and develop the outstanding
requirements for safeguards inspection
technology (Appendix 6a of INDC/P(99)-1).
The aim should be to identify all nuclear data
needs not yet satisfied by available data files

To contribute to the planning activities identified
with the CERN proposal for neutron cross-
section measurements, and ensure that the
interests of IAEA Member States are
accommodated

To keep INDC members informed of any
changes to the future timetabling of NDS budget
exercise (for 2002 or 2001/2002/2003); INDC
involvement may require communication and
debate via the Internet, rather than a meeting

Result
Continuous, on-going

Completed: large majority of
INDC prefer a regular
electronic reminder through
the Internet of available
documents (e.g., every 3
months) - action transferred
to NDS (see Appendix 3)
Continuous: on-going

Completed: NEA has formed
a Standards Sub-group with
NDS participation; NDS has
also proposed Standards
CRP

On-going: a Safeguards
Web page will be
constructed

NEA will compile data in
EXFOR; also possible NDS
data development
programme

Completed
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Appendix 3

ACTIONS ARISING FROM THE 23rd INDC MEETING

No
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Respondent
ESfDC Participants

NDS

NDS

NDS

Muir & Meyer

NDS

NDS

Action
Promote contacts with the National Authorities and their
national representatives on the Agency's policy making
bodies: continuous, on-going action

Consider feasibility of monthly electronic reminder of
availability of INDC/NDS data documents that can
subsequently be requested in hard copy and/or CD-ROM

Send announcements of open NDS posts to INDC members as
they arise: continuous, on-going action

Establish a Safeguards Nuclear Data Web page

Redraft the Terms of Reference of the INDC

Work together with the membership of the NEA-WPEC to
develop a clearer plan for inter-Agency cooperation in the
field of nuclear modeling codes (CRP proposal #3 refers)

Keep ESfDC members informed of changes to the formulation
of the ESJDC committee, with respect to the Terms of
Reference, membership, Chairmanship and future
arrangements
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Appendix 4

List of Working Papers for 23rd INDC Meeting

No.
INDC (NDS)-414

P(00)-l

P(00)-2

P(00)-3

P(00)-4

P(00)-5

P(00)-6

P(00)-7

P(00)-8

P(00)-9

P(00)-10

P(00)-ll

P(00)-12

P(00)-13

P(00)-14

Author
Lone and Muir

Muir

Paviotti Corcuera

Zerkin

Weigmann

Ventura

Qaim

Molnar

Hasegawa

Nichols

Olsson et al

Kuzminov

dos Santos

Liu Tingjin

Tarkanyi et al

Title
Report of the IAEA Nuclear Data Section to the
INDC for the Period January-December 1999

Data Development Proposals

IAEA Technical Cooperation Projects

Importing EXFOR into Relational Databases

Experimental Activities at IRMM

Report on Nuclear Data Activities in Italy

Nuclear Data Activities in the Federal Republic
of Germany

Nuclear Data Activities of Csikai's Group
Debrecen

Present Status of JENDL Project

UK Nuclear Data - Progress Report, 1999

Nuclear Data Activities in Sweden

Progress Report on Nuclear Data Research in the
Russian Federation

Nuclear Data Activities in the Brazil, Progress
Report

Nuclear Data Progress in China for Last Year

Progress Report, Charged Particle Nuclear Data
Group
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Appendix 5

Work Programme Proposals

An important aspect of the IAEA Nuclear Data Programme is the development and
improvement of nuclear data for applications. In choosing topics for data development, it is clearly
important to solicit the views of the IAEA Member States. A major function of the INDC is to
provide this type of advice.

IAEA data development work is conducted within various frameworks:

• Coordinated Research Projects (CRP)
• Consultant Meetings (CM)
• Technical Committee Meetings (TCM)
• Advisory Group Meetings (AGM)
• Individual Research Contracts (RC)
• Coordination of Data Networks

Individual meetings are very useful in stimulating interest in the subject and organizing small-
scale research activities. Individual research contracts may be used for providing financial support
to a research worker, especially from developing countries.

However, the bulk of the medium-term nuclear data improvements are achieved through the
Coordinated Research Projects, each of duration 3 to 5 years, involving 5 to 9 participants. The
overall cost of a CRP is between US$ 90,000 and 125,000. Each CRP is assigned an IAEA NDS
professional staff member as research officer for coordination.

The complete approval process of a CRP is

• technical review by INDC (1-2 years ahead)
• preliminary budgetary approval by the IAEA Research Contract Subcommittee (1 year ahead)
• final approval by the Research Contract Subcommittee (six months ahead)

NEXT PAGE(S)
left BLANK
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CRP Proposal # 1

1. Proposed Title of the Project

NUCLEAR DATA FOR PRODUCTION OF THERAPEUTIC RADIOISOTOPES

2. Scientific Background and Objectives

Radioactivity has revolutionised medicine. Radionuclides and radiopharmaceuticals play a key role
both in diagnostic investigations and therapy. Both nuclear and non-nuclear methods are important
and play complementary roles. The role of nuclear data is mainly in the quality assurance of
products and methods, e.g., enhancement of radionuclide purity, decrease in radiation dose, and
localization of dose effect, etc.

In recent years, the field of endoradiotherapy has gained considerable significance. A therapeutic
radioisotope is attached to a biomolecule which acts as vehicle and brings the radioisotope to the
organ or site where the therapeutic effect is desired. Thus, the type and range of the radiation are of
considerable significance. The decay data of the therapeutic radioisotopes have to be known with
high accuracy.

The radioisotopes need to have special decay characteristics. They should be very low-energy (3", oc,
or Auger electron emitters. These decay characteristics make them useful for therapeutic treatment,
but also make their production cross sections difficult to measure.

In several cases, the therapeutic use of the radioisotopes has been demonstrated and production in
sufficient quantities achieved, without having a satisfactory knowledge of the reaction cross section
or the optimum conditions for the production of the radioisotopes.

3. Scope of Project

Measurements of cross sections of reactions commonly used for production of therapeutic
radioisotopes at a cyclotron. Development of radiochemical separation and x-ray spectrometry
techniques to achieve higher accuracy.
Evaluation of available data for production in a reactor.
Production of a data file containing recommended cross sections for the production of
therapy-related radioisotopes via commonly used production routes.
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4. Deliverables

Recommended set of reaction cross sections for the production of therapy related radioisotopes.

5. Implications for the Future

Although in its infancy, the field of endoradiotherapy is developing fast. At present neither the
various Medical Councils nor the NEA has any activities in this field. Thus, the IAEA is in a
position to take a leading role in this area of great societal interest.

6. Strategy and Action Plan

Hold a consultants' meeting to stimulate an international collaboration to measure and compile
the necessary nuclear data.

Organise a CRP if there are sufficient numbers of interested groups with appropriate
experimental facilities and resources.
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CRP Proposal #2

1. Proposed Title of the Project

IMPROVED STANDARDS CROSS SECTIONS FOR LIGHT ELEMENTS

2. Scientific Background and Objectives

The ENDF/B-VI standards evaluation (INDC(SEC)-lOl; NEANDC-311 "U") produced by
the United States Cross Section Evaluation Working Group (CSEWG) is adopted by all
libraries. A concern with the results of the 1987 "simultaneous" evaluation of the standards
was the small size of the uncertainties, which originated in the R-matrix part of that
evaluation. As a result, the CSEWG Standards Subcommittee produced a set of uncertainties
expanded intuitively such that "if a modern day experiment were performed on a given
standard cross section using the best technique, approximately 2/3 of the results should fall
within these expanded uncertainties". This resulted in an increase of the original uncertainties
by a factor ranging from 2 to 20.

For an update of the standards cross section evaluation including new experimental data, it is
necessary to understand in detail how error propagation in simultaneous evaluation or
R-matrix analysis results in such small uncertainties, and whether there are more reasonable
algorithms to employ.

3. Scope of Project

• Understand and resolve the differences in the mean value and the output covariance of the
results based on common input test data set. The codes and methodology for this
benchmark would be several R-matrix analysis and generalised least squares codes,
including the independent evaluation of uncertainty from the full sensitivity matrix.

• Understand and resolve cases of discrepant experimental data.
• Simultaneous evaluation of the standards using assembled and critically reviewed

experimental data output from the NEA Subgroup on Standards as feed material.

4. Deliverables

• Increased confidence in the mean values and the assigned uncertainties of standards data.
• Improved methods for the evaluation of standards data.
• Update of standards data incorporating new measurements and robust evaluation

methods, if necessary, performed within an extension of the CRP.
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5. Implications for the Future

Standards data have direct impact on evaluated data libraries. Update of standards data is
essential for the next generation revisions of these libraries.

6. Strategy and Action Plan

• Consultant meeting in late 2000 or early 2001 to define the detailed scope of the CRP.

• CRP to include experts on EDA code (LANL) and other R-Matrix codes such as
SAMMY (ORNL), ORMAP (OHIO U), KALMAN (JAERI); and experts on generalised
least-squares fit codes such as GLUCS (ORNL), GMA (ANL), KALMAN (JAERI),
ZOTT (IAEA).
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CRP Proposal # 3

1. Proposed Title of the Project

MODULAR LIBRARY OF STANDARDISED SUBROUTINES FOR CALCULATION
OF CROSS SECTIONS

2. Scientific Background and Objectives

Generation and evaluation of nuclear reaction data need reliable nuclear reaction model codes and
input data. The IAEA has organised a very successful CRP on a standardised reference input
parameter library (RIPL) for model calculations. This provides guidance on physical parameters
such as nuclear level densities, strength functions, optical models, etc, used in model calculations.

Several new-generation statistical codes are currently under development (e.g. Super-GNASH,
TALYS, EMPIRE-II) that will use RIPL for nuclear reaction calculations. While all of them aim
towards achieving similar goals, the theoretical formalisms used in each code differ substantially.
There are competing theoretical models; for example, pre-equilibrium can be treated in terms of
various semi-classical models, the new Monte Carlo approach, or many other quantum mechanical
multi-step-direct and multi-step-compound models. The same is true for level density and width
fluctuation correction. Each code makes use of only a few of the available options, and these can
not be exchanged between the codes due to their incompatibility.

A natural extension of RIPL would be to build a standardised library of documented and
benchmarked subroutines to calculate various quantities relevant to statistical, pre-equilibrium and
direct reaction models used to produce nuclear data. Input parameters will be provided by RIPL,
though the scope of models included in this project will significantly go beyond those addressed in
RIPL. The library would be verified and distributed internationally through collaboration with
NEADB and RSICC.

3. Scope of Project

The subroutine library will be designed for codes that compute nuclear reaction cross section in the
energy range from above the resonance region to about 200 MeV. The nuclear models will include:
preequilibrium reactions (including the new Monte Carlo approaches, and the quantum multistep
theories); width fluctuations and the sequential Hauser-Feshbach decay; level densities (using a
number of theoretical formalisms including the superfluid and various microscopic and Fermi-gas
approaches); optical models, fission channel, and gamma-ray decay. The subroutines will be
developed taking advantage of the recent dramatic advances in computer technologies and
benchmarked using the RIPL input parameter library.
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4. Deliverables

A modular library of standardised and benchmarked subroutines for the calculation of cross
sections.

5. Implications for the Future

This library of standard subroutines will facilitate speedy international development of verified,
documented codes for prediction of nuclear reaction cross sections and allow for an easy
implementation of future theoretical developments. This would greatly help in the generation of
evaluated data up to 200 MeV for emerging applications of nuclear and related technologies,
including accelerator-based transmutation of nuclear waste, medical isotope production,
radiotherapy, industrial and environmental material processing, space and astrophysics.

6. Strategy and Action Plan

• Convene a consultants' meeting in 2001 including Mark Chadwick (LANL USA), Arjan Koning
(ECN), and other international experts to plan detailed scope, participation and schedule for the
CRP.

• Initiate CRP in 2002.
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CRP Proposal #4

1. Proposed Title of the Project

ACE FORMAT APPLICATIONS PACKAGE OF EVALUATED DATA
LIBRARIES INCLUDING ACE FILE TRANSFORMATION AND PLOTTING
UTILITY

2. Scientific Background and Objectives

With recent dramatic advances in PC computer technology, Monte-Carlo simulations of
nuclear interactions with exact formalism in realistic complex environments are becoming
increasingly feasible. These simulations are becoming necessary for design, safety
assessment and operational optimization of systems in many disciplines, including nuclear
technology, research & development, industrial processing, health and environmental safety.
The resource requirements are a high-power PC, a simulation code and nuclear reaction cross-
section data for input to the code.

MCNP is an internationally-established code for Monte-Carlo simulations of Neutron and
Particle interactions. This code is extensively validated and recognised internationally as a
reference code for the benchmarking of deterministic codes, using appropriate simplification
of physics models to enhance speed and reduce resource requirements. The applications data
library for MCNP is generated from evaluated data libraries with the NJOY code and is
structured in the special "ACE" format (compact ENDF). This format is very transparent and
resource effective so that the data can easily be translated into formats employed by
Monte-Carlo codes other than MCNP. There are ACE versions of FENDL and MENDL.

Historically, the computer resource limitations demanded significant effort in the generation
of "thinned" (reduced size) ACE data tables which maintain adequate accuracy of the cross
sections. Recent dramatic advances in computer technology have alleviated this constraint,
although MCNP applications data libraries for all of the major evaluations are not available to
the majority of users. Several institutions have built in-house data libraries, but this approach
creates the problem of verification and validation. Another challenge is that the nuclear cross
sections at the resonance energies are temperature dependent, and the applications library has
to be generated at the appropriate temperature for the problem under study.

The object of this project is to provided all evaluated data files in ACE format along with a
utility package to manipulate and transform ACE tables.

3. Scope of Project

Obtain or develop ACE format applications libraries based on all major evaluated data files.
Obtain or develop a utility package for the manipulation and transformation of one ACE table
to another at a different temperature or to other formats required for plotting and post-
processing.
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4. Deliverables

ACE versions for 300 K temperature of all major data evaluations (ENDF, JEFF, JENDL,
BROND, CENDL, etc) for international distribution through existing channels.

Utility package for manipulation of data tables, including transformation from 300 K to
higher temperatures, plotting and cross-file comparison and post-processing.

5. Implications for the Future

This project would significantly increase the utilization of nuclear data in interdisciplinary and
societal applications. It will be very cost effective and provide reliability, verification and
tractability of results, with significant safety and regulatory implications.

6. Strategy and Action Plan

Establish a CRP to
• co-ordinate the efforts of various groups all over the world who have or are building ACE

libraries based on various evaluated data files, including ENDF/B, JEFF, JENDL and
CENDL.

• develop or acquire a utility code package for manipulation and transformation of ACE
files.
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Data Development Project Proposal # 1

1. Proposed Title of the Project

NEW INTERNATIONAL REACTOR DOSIMETRY FILE, IRDF-2000

2. Scientific Background and Objectives

The last tested version of the reactor dosimetry file IRDF-90 V2 was released in 1993. Most
of the evaluations for this file were prepared in the mid-eighties. Since then a large number of
new experimental data have been measured, and two new national reactor dosimetry libraries
have been produced (RRDF-98 and JENDL/D-99). Reaction cross sections and uncertainties
included in these libraries may be of better quality than the data in the older IRDF-90 file.
Some laboratories have started to use data from the newer libraries, which is creating
difficulties in comparing neutron fluences and spectra that have been evaluated using different
dosimetry data. There are strong requests from the reactor dosimetry user community for an
updated standardised version of the IRDF-90 file.

The objective of the project is to prepare and distribute standardised, updated and
benchmarked neutron dosimetry reaction cross section library (IRDF-2000) for use in nuclear
power lifetime management assessments.

3. Scope of Project

Intercomparison of various dosimetry reaction cross sections libraries, including IRDF-90,
RRDF-98, and JENDL/D-99. Evaluation and generation of new data required by reactor
dosimetry community. Assembly of the new internationally-recommended library
IRDF-2000. Benchmark IRDF-2000 in the NPP full-scale exercises.

4. Deliverables

A benchmarked and extended International Reactor Dosimetry Library (IRDF-2000) for
nuclear power reactor lifetime management assessments.

5. Implications for the Future

With the ageing of nuclear power reactors, reliability of their life time management
assessment is of international concern. Hence, the availability and accuracy of dosimetry
cross sections are of increased importance. An update and extension of the older IRDF-90 file
is long overdue. Lack of an up-to-date standardised and benchmarked dosimetry data library
creates difficulties in comparing and verifying the reliability of power reactor lifetime
assessments that results in societal and safety implications.
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6. Endorsement

The role of the IAEA in co-ordinating the project is endorsed by Dr. P. D'hondt, Chairman of
European Working Group on Reactor Dosimetry (EWGRD), by P.J. Griffin, Chairman ASTM
E10.05, Nuclear Reaction Metrology, and by 10th International Symposium on Reactor
Dosimetry (Osaka, Japan, September 12 - 17, 1999).

7. Strategy and Action Plan

The project could be completed within two years through a few (one year) research contracts
and one consultants' meeting with the participation of 4-5 experts.

• Start with an intercomparison of reactor dosimetry cross section data and their
uncertainties in various libraries including IRDF-90.2, JENDL/D-99 and RRDF-98. The
reaction rates in a standard neutron field will be compared.

• Select best data, based on the above comparison of data for IRDF-2000.
• Evaluate and test new reaction cross sections requested by reactor dosimetry community

for extension of the data base.
• Benchmark the important dosimetry reactions (used for ex-vessel neutron spectrum

unfolding) with data from full-scale measurements.
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Data Development Project Proposal # 2

1. Proposed Title of the Project

NUCLEAR REACTION DATA BASE FOR ACCELERATOR APPLICATIONS

2. Scientific Background and Objectives

Significant efforts are underway to develop high-power Accelerator Driven Systems (ADS)
in many countries including China, the European Union, India, Japan, Russia, and the USA.
One important potential application of this type is a sub-critical intrinsic safe reactor capable
of transmuting long-lived radioactive waste into stable or shorter-lived products, thereby
alleviating societal concern. The IAEA already supports these activities with the A.2.03
program (Liquid Metal Cooled Reactor (NENP)). Another important application of high-
energy accelerators is proton therapy for certain forms of cancer.

Design of the ADS requires knowledge of nuclear data for simulation of the spallation
process, radiation heating and damage, induced radioactivity, criticality and transmutation
rates. A NEANSC Working Party on International Evaluation Cooperation (WPEC) had
started research cooperation on the Intermediate Energy Nuclear Data (END) as Subgroup 13
(SG13). A survey of data requirements for various applications (INDC/P(95)-26) showed a
need for reaction cross sections and damage spectra for various projectiles, including neutron,
proton, light and heavy ions on a broad range of target materials similar to the existing
evaluated data libraries. SGI3 is terminated, but the task for development of these data is so
important that it requires continuing international activity and cooperation.

ADS-related measurements of nuclear reaction cross sections are being performed or planned
for the near future in many laboratories. Several of these laboratories are new to nuclear data
measurement and compilation. Results of these experiments will have to be compiled,
evaluated and processed for use in technical design. Theoretical modeling of nuclear
reactions will be essential in the evaluation phase. Evaluation activities in this energy range
will become dominant in the near future, and IAEA-NDS should take an active role in their
coordination.

3. Scope of Project

Support development of international nuclear data libraries for the energy range from 20 to
200 MeV. Participate in the worldwide distribution of these data and coordinate the
development of tools relevant to data evaluation and verification.
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4. Deliverable

Facilitate development of international nuclear data libraries over the energy range between
20 and 200 MeV for accelerator-based nuclear applications.

5. Implications for the Future

Mid-term objective of providing nuclear data for accelerator applications and tools for nuclear
data development. This project can also be viewed in the long term as a contribution towards
consolidating international activities in this field.

6. Strategy and Action Plan

• Monitor timely compilation into EXFOR format of accelerator-oriented experimental data.
• Future steps should be discussed at the forthcoming AGM in November 2000 on long-

term nuclear data needs.
• Possible follow-up activities are future CMs and/or AGMs devoted to this single topic.
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Data Development Project Proposal # 3

1. Proposed Title of the Project

SUPPORT OF DATA NEEDS FOR GENERAL SOCIETAL APPLICATIONS
OF NUCLEAR AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES

2. Scientific Background and Objectives

Nuclear science continues to have a major impact in many interdisciplinary and societal
applications (for example, space, medicine, therapy, materials R&D, material elemental assay,
monitoring of environment and radioactivity and nuclear energy). The availability and
reliability of nuclear and atomic data is crucial in all of these applications, for technical
feasibility and quality assurance of the methods and their results.

The extensive national and international networked efforts to develop and coordinate nuclear
energy related data has provided streamlined data compilations, evaluations, storage and
retrieval protocols. Other applications of nuclear and related technologies do not have the
same degree of support. Often there is a voluntary network of academic or commercial
organizations that support the data development or compilation, but it is the user
responsibility to verify the integrity and insure continual availability of the data.

There have been requests for data for the following applications:

• Safeguards and environmental monitoring (Safeguards Nuclear Data, Comprehensive Test
Ban Treaty Organization).

• Detection of explosives and illicit drugs (thermal and fast neutron capture and
inelastic-scattering induced gamma rays, Proton Induced X-ray Emission).

• Material investigation with Ion Beam Analysis (SIGMABASE).
• Applications and update of fission product nuclear data (Fission Product Nuclear Data).

The objective is to respond to these requests proactively, and provide guidance and assistance
in the establishment of an appropriate data base.

3. Scope of Project

• Provide on request guidance in establishing protocols and networks of specialised
applications data.

• Hold consultants' or technical meetings to transfer expertise gained from coordination of
NSDD network.

• Collaborate with the Ion Beam Analysis community to transfer data between
SIGMABASE and EXFOR formats.
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• Continue compilation and dissemination of Fission Product Nuclear Data Progress Report,
but also convert to a Web-based electronic format to optimise resources.

4. Deliverables

• Handbooks of general societal applications data with open access through the Web and on
CD-ROM.

• Progress reports on international activities in fission product nuclear data.

5. Implications for the Future

Evaluated and standard data for many interdisciplinary and societal applications of nuclear
and related techniques would be made available with coordinated international projects
similar to those of other data networks. In particular, the Section's long-standing coordination
of the NSDD network provides an excellent model for the development of these new
specialised data networks. This approach would eliminate the necessity of the users
interrogating different, hard-to-find data sets.

6. Strategy and Action Plan

• Respond proactively to requests for assistance in data network protocols.
• Organise consultants' and technical meetings to guide and help development of

specialised application data networks.
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Data Development Project Proposal # 4

1. Proposed Title of the Project

NUCLEAR DATA FOR ACTINIDES

2. Scientific Background and Objectives

The impact of cross section data is crucial in the basic operation and safety of the reactor,
particularly data on reactivity vs. time, power distribution, reactivity control, reactivity
feedback, transient behaviour, fault analysis, core inventories, and materials performance
under irradiation. With the trend to increasing burnup (necessary for good economics) and
more severe duties on the reactor, there has been a tendency for nuclear fuel to be pushed
nearer to its fundamental limits.

The development of nodal whole core modeling, combined with the more powerful
computers, has led to a vast reduction in the calculational errors, to the point where it is the
nuclear data such as reaction cross sections, neutron multiplicity and delayed neutron fraction,
that are now the limiting factor. This implies increasingly high demands being made of the
underlying nuclear data.

Actinide data uncertainties will play a prominent role in more advanced phases of any future
design of reactors and fuel cycle concepts including, high-fuel-burn thermal or fast reactors,
actinide burners with recycled fuels, disposition of weapons excess plutonium, and reactor-
and accelerator-based waste transmutation and multi-purpose energy systems. Nuclear data
improvements are also essential to support the nuclide inventory assessments for the back-end
of the fuel cycle.

Under such circumstances, it is necessary to re-evaluate the nuclear data for the actinides in
the light of improved theoretical understanding and recent measurements. Activities will be
coordinated with the ongoing NEA/NSC working groups for the assessment and improvement
of actinide data.

3. Scope of Project

Compile newly-measured actinide nuclear data into EXFOR, in collaboration with the
data centres.
Perform sensitivity studies to assess uncertainties in the actinide database for key
applications (plutonium disposition, high burnup fuel, etc).
Evaluate the required nuclear data for selected nuclei, with careful assessment of the
uncertainties.
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4. Deliverables

• Recommend an update of the evaluated nuclear data base so as to reduce the uncertainties
in assessments of advanced phases of fuel-cycles and energy systems.

• Recommend further experimental and evaluation activities.
• Improved evaluated data for selected nuclei.

5. Implications for the Future

The trends towards increasing burnup and recycling of uranium and plutonium leads to ever
tighter demands on the nuclear data. Higher burnup means a more than proportional increase
in higher actinides, which can be very important for design. For example, 244Cm is a very
important nuclide that needs to be accounted for in HLW disposal; being so far from parent
238U, the generation of this nuclide involves a long chain of neutron captures and decay and the
uncertainties are multiplied with each step in the chain.

6. Strategy and Action Plan

• Coordinate Technical Committee meetings to identify the scope of the CRP.
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Appendix 6

INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR DATA COMMITTEE (INDC)

(Status May 2000)

1. Members

Name/Address
Dr. O. Bersillon
Service de Physique Nucleaire
Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Bruyeres-le-Chatel
B.P. No. 12
F-91680 Bruyeres-le-Chatel
France
Dr. J.W. Boldeman
Lucas Heights Research Laboratory
Australian Nuclear Science and Technology

Organization
New Dlawara Road
Lucas Heights, PMB 1
Menai, NSW 2234
Australia
Dr. S.S. Kapoor
Director
Physics Group
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre
Trombay, Mumbai 400 085
India
Dr. A. Hasegawa
Nuclear Data Centre
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
Tokai-mura, Naka-gun
Ibaraki-ken 319-1195
Japan
Dr. B.D. Kuzminov
State Scientific Center of Russian Federation-
Institute of Physics and Power Engineering
Bondarenko Sq. 1
249 020 Obninsk, Kaluga Region
Russia
Dr. Liu Tingjin
China Nuclear Data Center
China Institute of Atomic Energy
P.O. Box 275 (41)
102413 Beijing
People's Republic of China

Phone/FAX/Telex/E-mail/Internet
Phone: +33 1 69265414
FAX: +33 1 69267063
E-mail: bersil@bruveres.cea.fr

Phone: +612 97173206
FAX: +612 97179265
E-mail: iwb@ansto.gov.au
or boldeman@telstra.easymail.com.au
or boldyl937@hotmail.com

Phone: +9122 5505296
FAX: +9122 5505151
or +9122 5519613
E-mail: sskapoor@magnum.barc.ernet.in
or kss@ magnum, bare -ernet.in

Phone: +81 29 2825480
FAX: +81 29 2825766
E-mail: hasegawa @ ndc. tokai.j aeri. go. j p

Phone: +8 (08439)98272
FAX: +8 (095) 2302326
E-mail: kuzminov@ippe.obninsk.ru

Phone: +86 010 69357729
FAX: +86 010 69357008
E-mail: tiliu@mipsa.ciae.ac.cn
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Name/Address
Dr. M.A. Lone
Office of the Chief Engineer
Station E4
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, ONT
KOJ 1JO Canada
Dr. A. dos Santos
Instituto de Pesquisas Energeticas e Nucleares
Travessa R, nr. 400 - Cidade Universitaria
CP 11049-Pinheiros
05508 - 900 - Sao Paulo
Brazil
Dr. R.A. Meyer
Office of Energy Research
Division of Nuclear Physics
ER-23 GTN
U.S. Department of Energy
19901 Germantown Road
Germantown, MD 20876
U.S.A.
Dr. G. Molnar
Head, Department of Nuclear Research
Institute of Isotopes and Surface Chemistry
Chemical Research Centre of the Hungarian

Academy of Sciences
P.O. Box 77
H-1525 Budapest
Hungary
Dr. A.L. Nichols
AEA Technology
477 Harwell, Didcot
Oxfordshire OX11 OQJ
United Kingdom
Dr. N. Olsson
Department of Neutron Research
Uppsala University
P.O. Box 535
S-75121 Uppsala
Sweden

Phone/FAX/Telex/E-mail/Internet
Phone: +1 613 584 8811, Ext. 5287
FAX: +1613 584 8047
E-mail: Lonea@aecl.ca

Phone: +55 11816-9398
FAX: +55 11816-9432
E-mail: asantos@net.ipen.br

Phone: +1301903 4398
FAX: +1 301 903 3833
E-mail: dick.mever@science.doe.gov
or ramruth@gateway.net

Phone: +36 1 392 2539
FAX: +36 1 392 2575
E-mail: molnar@iki.kfki.hu

Phone: +44 1235 43 6488
FAX: +44 1235 43 3029
E-mail: alan.nichols@aeat.co.uk

Phone: +46 18 471 3043
FAX: +46 18 4713853
E-mail: nils.olsson@tsl.uu.se
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Name/Address
Prof. Dr. S.M. Qaim
Institut fuer Nuklearchemie
Forschungszentrum Juelich GmbH
Postfach 1913
D-52425 Juelich
Germany
Dr. A. Ventura
E.N.E.A. Centro Ricerche Energia "E. Clementel"
Via Martiri di Monte Sole, 4
1-40138 Bologna
Italy

Phone/FAX/Telex/E-mail/Internet
Phone: +49 2461613282
FAX: +49 2461612535
E-mail: s.m.qaim@fz-juelich.de

Phone: +390 516098 305
FAX: +39 516098 705
E-mail:
ventura@pc212.arcoveggio.enea.it

2. Observers from international organizations

Name/Address
Dr. C. Nordborg
OECD Nuclear Energy Agency
Le Seine Saint-Germain
12, boulevard des Des
F-92130 Issy-les-MouIineaux
France
Dr. H. Weigmann
Institute for Reference Materials and

Measurements
Retieseweg
B-2440 Geel
Belgium
Dr. V. Gorojankine
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR)
Laboratory of Nuclear Problems (LNP)
141980 Dubna, Moscow Region
Russia

Phone/FAX/Telex/E-mail/Internet
Phone: +33 1 4524 1090
FAX: +33 14524 1100
E-mail: nordborg@nea.fr

Phone: +32 14 571475
FAX: +32 14 571862
E-mail: weigmann@irmm.jrc.be

Phone: +7 (096)21 62 678
FAX: +7 (096) 21 66 666
E-mail: gorozh@nusun.jinr.ru
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3. Advisers, nominated by INDC members

Name/Address
Dr. P. Oblozinsky
National Nuclear Data Center
Bldg. 197D
Brookhaven National Laboratory
P.O. Box 5000
Upton, NY 11973-5000
U.S.A.
Dr. M. Chadwick
Group T-2, MS 8283
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545
U.S.A.
Dr. B.I. Fursov
State Scientific Center of Russian Federation-
Institute of Physics and Power Engineering
Bondarenko Sq. 1
249020 Obninsk, Kaluga Region
Russia
Dr. A. Mengoni
ENEA - Via Don Fiamelli 2
1-40129 Bologna
Italy

Phone/FAX/Telex/E-mail/Internet
Phone: +1631344 2814
FAX: +1631344 2806
E-mail: oblozinskv@bnl.gov

Phone: +1 505 667 8977
FAX: +1505 667 9671
E-mail: chadwick@t2e.lanl.gov

Phone: +8 (08439) 98419
FAX: +8 (095) 2302326
E-mail: fursov@ippe.rssi.ru

Phone: +39 0516098306
FAX: +39 0516098359
E-mail: mengoni@bologna.enea.it

4. INDC Secretariat

Name/Address
Douglas W. Muir
Head, Nuclear Data Section
International Atomic Energy Agency
Wagramer Strasse. 5
A-1400 Vienna, Austria
Andrej Trkov
Deputy Head, Nuclear Data Section
International Atomic Energy Agency
Andrea Scherbaum
Section Secretary, Nuclear Data Section
International Atomic Energy Agency

Phone/FAX/Telex/E-mail/Internet
Phone: +43 1 2600 - ext. 21709
FAX: +43 1 26007
E-mail: d.muir@iaea.org

Phone: +43 1 2600 - ext. 21712
FAX: +43 1 26007
E-mail: a.trkov@iaea.org
Phone: +43 1 2600 - ext. 21710
E-mail: a.scherbaum@iaea.org
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Appendix 7
Role of the IAEA Nuclear Data Section

in the Nuclear Reaction Data Center Network

Background

The Nuclear Data Section (NDS) of the International Atomic Energy Agency was formed in
1964 to provide nuclear data to IAEA Member States. In 1964, the Section along with 3 other
neutron reaction data centers formed the 4-Center network. This network was designed to
coordinate the compilation and distribution of neutron reaction data on a worldwide scale in
order to provide better customer service of higher quality at lower cost by avoiding duplication
and adopting common compilation formats and procedures to allow easy data exchange.

In 1975 the NDS initiated a network of charged particle and photonuclear data centers to cover
nuclear reaction data types not covered by the existing 4-Center network. In 1979 the two
networks were merged into the Nuclear Reaction Data Center Networks covering all nuclear
reaction data.

Separately the NDS initiated the Nuclear Structure and Decay Data Network in 1975 to
coordinate internationally the evaluation and dissemination of nuclear structure and radioactive
decay data. Also in 1975 the Atomic and Molecular Data Unit was formed within the Nuclear
Data Section to coordinate evaluation and dissemination of atomic and molecular data.

The nuclear data programme of the IAEA is guided by the International Nuclear Data
Committee.

Status

— Type of institute: A Section within the Division of Physical and Chemical
Sciences of the Department of Nuclear Sciences and
Applications of the International Atomic Energy Agency

— Participating countries: 115

• Staff and Programmes

— Total staff:

— Thereof allocated to
nuclear data activities:

— Fiscal year:

— Budget cycle:

• Activities

A. Within the Network:

1. Services:

10 "professional" plus 8 "general service" staff members

8 "professional" plus 7 "general service" staff members

Calendar year

Two years, for example 2002/2003

Nuclear data services to those member countries that are not directly served by one of the
other service centers, including direct online computer services.
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- Documentation of data libraries in the IAEA-NDS-... series and announcements in the
IAEA Nuclear Data Newsletter.

2. Reaction data:

- Coordination of the nuclear reaction data centers network, including

neutron-induced reactions,
charged-particle and heavy-ion induced reactions,
photonuclear reactions.

- Compilation (EXFOR) of numerical data and related information for nuclear reaction data
measurements performed in those member countries that are not directly served of by one
of the other compilation centres.

- Compilation (CINDA) of bibliographic references to microscopic neutron reaction data
and related data, published in those member countries that are not directly served by one
of the other compilation centres. Publication of the CINDA handbooks.

B. Outside the main scope of the Network

- Coordination of nuclear data generation activities, including experiment, theory, evaluation
and validation, primarily through the mechanism of IAEA Coordinated Research Projects
(CRPs).

- Participation in the activities organised by the NEA Nuclear Science Committee to coordinate
major nuclear data evaluation projects.

- Coordination of the Nuclear Structure and Decay Data evaluators' network.

- Coordination of the production of specialised evaluated data libraries such as FENDL.

Secretariat of the International Nuclear Data Committee and its subcommittees; nuclear data
scientific programs as recommended by the INDC.

Support of nuclear data activities in developing countries by appropriate means, such as
training, Technical Cooperation projects, research contracts, etc.

Data center and research coordination activities in the field of atomic and molecular data for
fusion.

C. Unique responsibilities within the Network

Data center coordination by organizing coordination meetings, and resulting activities.

- Publications such as CINDA and WRENDA.

Signature
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